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more than 
eye expect
Eyespec is among the major innovation  

drivers in the field of industrial image  

processing. For our customers from all over 

the world and from all kinds of businesses, 

our engineers develop highly specific and 

customised solutions for our customers 

from all over the world, ranging from feasi-

bility studies, through implementation,  

to validation and documentation. Further-

more, we are proud to offer a standard 

system for the inspection of sealed seams, 

called SealSpec.

multispectral  
illumination systems

handling systems

spectral analysis

process visualisation inspection systems inspection automation



ready to use

service integration

optimisation
Thanks to our broad range of experience, 
we can analyse your processes and offer 
you solutions that go beyond the field of 
pure image processing.

Stand-alone cells or inte-
grated inspection stations, 
guarantee a 100% control 

of your production line.

To optimise your processes, we offer 
an all-round service for your existing 
inspection systems.

We examine the available installation 
space at the customer site and develop 

systems which integrate well into  
the existing environment.

 

our range 
of services
Your productivity is our highest priority. 
Therefore, we shape our services accord-
ing to your needs.  Short reaction times 
and effective processes are self-evident 
and proof of our commitment.

remote maintenance

At the customer’s request, we integrate a remote  
maintenance module which enables short reaction 
times and high availability of production lines.
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Requirements and job definitions in 
the field of industrial image processing 
have increased greatly in complexity 
during recent years. There is a growing 
demand for systems which can contrast 
and detect more product qualities than 
traditional image processing setups 
ever could. One approach to this is-
sue, is the concept of  multispectral 
image processing systems. EyeSpec 
has concentrated on the development 
of spectrally selective inspection sys-
tems for use in optical quality control. 
While other systems address this prob-
lem by using special image sensors to 
create a multi spectral feature space, 

the typical EyeSpec solution first 
determines the spectral product 
characteristics, then customises  
the equipment and finally processes 
this preoptimised input in efficient 
algorithms. By using spectral wave-
lengths from UV to SWIR separately 
or in combination, we are able to en-
hance process safety and the scope 
of inspection significantly. The result 
is a system which is based on the 
particular physical properties of 
your product and which uncovers 
characteristics that are invisible to 
the naked eye.

multi- and singlespectral concept

spectral analysis

spectral efficiency
• Adaptable emissions for the particular inspection task
• Use of the characteristic spectral range

use of led illuminations
• Lower power consumption
• Easier to focus beams

• Longer life span
• Spectral diversity

beam focusing
• Adaptive illumination of relevant areas 
• Intensity control by focusing



Based on the spectral analysis information, our 
engineers develop illumination units adapted 
to your needs. From singlespectral LED units to 
multispectral high performance modules, we can 
offer solutions which perfectly meet your require-
ments. The MultiSpec illumination conceptsets 
new standards for intensity and image frequency. 
In combination with our innovative trigger module 
this enables the implementation of the fastest 
multispectral line camera setups.

specially developed  
illumination systems

spectrally optimised 
product images

Spectrally optimised line camera image of a brake pad.  
The single components of the brake pad are depicted in contrast.

We can enhance the contrast 
by implementing up to ten 
channels. Therefore, the final 
image data provides an optimum 
of property segmentation.

multispec



Mode:  Seal inspection 

Inspection NG

Sealwidth

Foreign Material

Overall result

Menu

Open

Product: Thermoformed pouch

SealSpec is our standard system for the inspec-
tion of sealed seams. It is able to detect even  
the smallest flaws in seal seams. The systems 
are camera-based, and can be placed at any 
point in a seal seam process. The spectrally-
optimised illumination contrasts perfectly 
with the seal seam and provides a segmenta-
tion base for flaw detection. The advantage 
of the SealSpec system is obvious: Compared 
to traditional IR- or other, optical coherence-
tomographies, extremely high seal seam  
resolution is possible. The data is processed  
in real-time at production speed, which  
enables highly efficient inspection cycles. 
Typical product characteristics for inspection 
are correct width, absolute position and  
common seal seam flaws.

sealspec

high resolution  
at real production speed

individual hmi

spectrally optimised  
multispec illumination

Detection of flaws, seal 
seam position and width 
in real-time.



Mode: Seal inspection

Inspection NG

Sealwidth OK

Foreign material  NG

Sealposition  OK

Menu

Open

Product:  300 MV 879

seal seam inspection

The seal seam is dynamically tracked 

using a specifically developed algo-

rithm. This algorithm guarantees that 

only the seal, not uncritical areas, are 

tracked. Leading companies from the 

fields of medical and pharma technol-

ogy, as well as representatives of the 

food sector, trust our inline seal seam 

inspection systems, avoiding expensive 

customer complaints and high rates of 

pseudo-waste.

Our systems can detect a multitude of product flaws and visualise them  
for you. The course of a seal seam is automatically tracked, so even flexible 
geometries can be analysed safely.

The seal seam locks this packaging. Especially in medical or food production, 
small inclusions of air in the seal seam can cause leakage and spoil the contents.

Seal seamSeal seamSeal seam
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te Mode: Assembly check

Inspection OK

Moulding I  OK

Moulding II  OK

Tube position   OK

Menu

Open

Product:  ES-1210

Packaging is an important factor in  

the presentation of products. We offer 

solutions for the whole range of die 

casting and shaping processes.  

Using trend-setting technologies,  

we ensure that your requirements are 

fulfilled. This area typically includes 

inspection for over- and under-molding, 

codes and labels.

plastics

As well as surface flaws, we can also check the dimensional accuracy of 
critical products. We can lower your costs by passing positively-tested 
products on to your subsequent production and rejecting.

If the functionality of your products is affected by die-casting flaws, it is 
unacceptable. We can inspect complex geometries and detect the smallest 
irregularities in the form or surface.

Plastics



Mode: Surface inspection

Inspection OK

Soiling OK

Alignment OK

Structure OK

Menu

Open

Product:  20170008_1212

We create user interfaces according to your needs. Process data and statis-
tics are clearly represented.

These pictures show the inspection of turbocharger turbines in regard to 
cutouts and correct rotating direction. Disturbing reflections can be masked 
out by using our spectrally selective setups.

Metal

metal

Metallic surfaces have a vast diversity 

of structures. The spectrum ranges 

from raw die cast surfaces, to highly 

polished seal faces. Traditional image 

processing setups often reach their 

technical boundaries when attempting 

to inspect these surface structures. 

Our special expertise in spectrally 

optimised illuminations, shape-from-

shading and 3D, can overcome these 

limitations and take your processes 

further. 



Mode: Assembly check

Inspection NG

Fuse  NG

Transistor NG

Alignment  Ok

Menu

Open

Product: Fuse assembly 5
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third dimension

The market for 3D inspection systems  

is continously growing. We have  

specialised in two techniques: laser 

triangulation and pattern projection. 

Using these methods,  3D topologies 

can be checked with resolutions in  

the micrometer range . Typical appli- 

cations are inspections of electronic 

components, welding and sticking  

processes, and mounting jobs.

 Our system can also check the correct mounting and positioning of compo-
nents. Grey-value images from which DMC or OCR can be derived, can still 
be used.

This example shows the implementation of laser triangulation and pattern 
projection used for the inspection of soldered joints. Short cycles and highly 
precise 3D accuracy are guaranteed.

3rd 
Dimension
3rd 
dimension



automation

EyeSpec offers ready-to-use systems  

in which pure image processing is per-

fectly combined with handling solutions.

From simple conveyor belts to robotic 

platforms,  we develop well-conceived 

setups which can harmoneously be inte-

grated into your production processes.

Our ranges from simple handling tasks, to complex clean room routines, 
which meet the highest demands for accuracy and efficiency.

Precise inspection parameters require precise handling. The selection of
the appropriate handling platform is always done according to the required
accuracy of the system. This approach ensures a sensible tradeoff between
economical and technical aspects.

AutomationAutomation



“We have realized many technically demanding projects in  
cooperation with EyeSpec. EyeSpec provides a good support 
and can be recommended without restrictions.”

“The EyeSpec team showed a commitment in the implementation  
of time-critical projects which cannot be taken for granted.  
This cooperation is a testament to technical know-how, pleasure 
in accepting challenges and successful implementation.”

“The longtime partnership between Keyence and EyeSpec  
is based on cooperative trust. The combination of core com-
petences provides a valuable benefit for our customers.”

We are very proud of the fact that many leading me-
chanical engineering companies have placed their trust 
in us. Our customers represent the entire supply chain 
in branches such as automotive, medical products, food 
and electronics.

our customers

usa  
[alabama, tennessee]
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inspection systems
Locations & quantities worldwide

mario bobertz 
Senior Engineer Equipment & Projects

andreas wörz 
Authorized officer
Sales manager
Machine vision

dipl.-ing. matthias walters
Teamleader Engineering

our partners



EYESPEC GmbH

Rungholtstraße 9

25746 Heide

tel +49 (0) 481.12610.100

fax +49 (0) 481.12610.126

www.eyespec.de

info@eyespec.de


